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DETERMINING TEE CAMBER AND TWIST 03’A ‘
SUPPORT A. GIVEN DISTRIBUTION OF LIFT
By Doris Cohen
. ---
SUMMARY
..-:
-
,.
$ graphical method is described for finding the shape
(cam%er and twist) of an airfoil having an arbitrary dis-
tribution of lift. The method consists in replacing $he -
lifting surface and its wake with an equivalent arrangement
of vortices and in finding the associated vertical veloci-”
tie8.
.
By a.division of the vortex pattern into circular
strips .conpentric about the downwash point insteaa” Of- fii~o”
the usual rectangular strips, the lifting surface 1S re-
duced. for each dow.nwash point to an equivalent loaded’ line
for which the tnduced velocity is readily co”m-p”u”t-bdi”The
ratio of. the vertical velocity to the stream velocity is
the slope of the surface in the free-stream di.rectign. .
—
-.
As an illustratfo~, the shape of, the wing consistent
with the pressure distribution derived from the two: ‘“ ““ - ‘“
dimensional theories is found for two win~s: a “straight
elliptical wing and one with 30° sweepback.
.. .
Application of the method to solve the reverse prob- -
lem - finding the lift distribution over a given surface--- ‘-’-
is briefly discussed. ,-------.:.—-- --—---
.
INTILODUCTI&
-.
1 ..- . —.
- ~-.
. .
Because of the effect that the. pressure grad.i?.g$.s
.
—
over the ‘su-rface of a wing have on the drag,- it would be
——_—.,
of c~~siderable advantage to be able to. sp.eeify the cam-
ber an& the twist of a wing thai ,WOUl& ‘~rod>cti &-desire&- . ‘- ~
distribution of lift. “present me;h~ds-”if ai.rfo-~”jd&”s~@ -.--% .,-.-,.:--
depend on two~di.mensfofil-flow ~heories, wh”i-chtreat the ‘ ._.
spanwise and chordwi.se components of the “flow independently.
—.
=—
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Although a thoorotical troat”ment of threo-dimensional flow
Is given by Prandtl (rofcrenco 1) and calculations havo
been made for special cases (referoncos 2 and 3), no prac- -9
tical proceduro for tho hrbitrsry lifting surface is indi-
cated. l
In the present paper, a method is described whereby
the camber and the twist of a surface of arbitrary plan 9
form may be determined so as to support a specified dis-
tribution of lift. For this method, the lifting surface
and its wake are replaced by a distribution of vortioes In l
a plane. The vertical velocity tnduoed at any point on
%he surface by the vortex system defines the slope of the .
surface at that point. Thus, the problem beoornes the de-
termination of the induced velocities. A method is pre-
sented for determining these velocities which, by employ-
ing chiefly graphicnl means, eliminates the difficult tnte-
grattions that have limited “previous work.
The substitution of a plane vortex sheet for the lift- ..=
ing surface is analogous to the standard procedure of the
two-dimensional thin wing-sedion “theory (see, for exmmPl~$
reference 4, p. 87), in whioh. the flow about a thin, c~m-
bored section is approximated. by an arrnngemont of vortices *
along the chord line. Inasmuch as the induced normal veloc-
ities are assumed to be substantially the same at the chord
line and at the airfoil, the ratio of these velocities to #
the free-stream velocity gfves -the slope of the camber line.
In three-dimensional flow a reference plane is .assumod, so
situated that the airfoil may be -considered to be a slight
deviation from it. Upon this plane the plan form and the
pressure distribution of the surface are projected. As In
two-dimensional treatments, the elope is calculated in the
free-stream direction.
.
The su’bstf.tution of a vortex sheet for a lifting. surw
face is discussed at some length by von K&rm&n (reference
5, p. 15). In the application of the method, ho”w~ve~~ ~h~”
vortico8 are generally assumed to havo a reotllinear dis-
tribution. Even with this limitation, the Evaluation Of
the integrals involved in finding the induced velocities
presents considerable difficulty. (Seo ch. IV, sec. -15,
of referenc!o 5, where the formzilas are dove-loped” ‘f~r a
rectangular wing.) The integration is greatly simplifi~d
by the introduction of polar coordinates so choson *h8t
the elements of integration are circular stripe concontrio
about the point at which the downwash is to bo found. AP-
l
plication of this method is not restricted to any particu-
9
. . . ..-
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lar arrangement of vortices or to any specific form of the
surface . ..__ -
-.
Although the procedure described is for the detornina-
tlon of the surface that will fit a require& pressure dis-
tribution, it may also be adapted to effect the reverse
analysis, tha~ is, to find the pressur~”’ d.istribution over”
an arbitrary surface. When the surfecee that fit several ,
assumed pressure distributions have been found, the re-
quired surface oan be kilt up by a linear combination Of
these solutions, If a reasonably close distribution can
he assumed as a first approximation, finding the surface
.
to fit the assumed distribution will indicate the’ manner
in whioh that distribution must be correoted to fit the
given surface.
DETERMINATION OF T!HllVORTEX PATTERN
.-
.
I?ROM THE PRESSURE DISl?RIBUTION
The vortex pe.ttern is obtained. by integrating the
chordwi,se pressure distrilmtion back from the leading edge ~
at several stations e.long the. span. The circulation or”
vortex strength 17 will be shown to be proportional to
this integral; the lines connecting the points where the ““
values of the integral are equal therefore define the v“or-
. ,. - ..
tex lines. — ...—
In figure 1, a distribution of lift is arbitrarily
specifted for a tayered wing in 6traight flight. ,The cor- .-—
responding vortex lines are drawn on the plan form o-f-the
wing and in the wake in figure 2 to show a. typical vor%e”x
Fattern. ..._.-.
The demonstration of the relatjon between the pres-
sure distribution dnd the vortex pattern is given in the
following paragraphs.
.
In the replacement of a lifting surface by a vortex
——-
sheet, the assumpti.on’is made that the pressur”e increments
due to the presence of the airfoil in the stream are equal
and opposite on the upper and lower surfaces, as %6tild he
true in the case of a thin plate at a small angle of at-
tack. The substitution is still admissible in the calcu- - ‘“+
‘-lation of lift when the thiokness.is not negligible, be- .
cause the difference between the.velocities on the upper ‘“ ““ -
and lower surfaces at any position and not’ the magnitude .-
of each increment determines the lift at that point. —-.
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Thus, let A~u and AIZ represent for any point the
local velocity increments on the upper and the lowor sur- +
faces due to the plate or to the vortfces that are equiva-
lent to it; let \ and U“l
#
be the magnitude of their
r
components in the direction of the free-stream veloclty ~;
let
‘u and VI be-the components normal to I in the
pl~ne of the wing; and let Wu and WI be the components s
normal to the wing. Then, the” pressure on the surfaces
would be . . - l
I I
a ---
Pu=*p ~+a~
.&.
[2P (~+u. $+vu=+wua 1
= * p (Va + 2’VUU + Uua + Vua + Wua)
neglecting second-order effects; rind, einllarly,
The resulting lift yer unit area Is then the difference in
pressure, or
(1)
The derivation of the e utvalent vortex pattern fol-
?)lows directly from equation 1 . If d*I’ represents the
element of circulation around a small length da, para-
llel to V over which the velocities Uu and u} may
be copsi~~red constant, the following rel~tlon holds:
d~r = {u~ - Ug) ds (2)
from whi’ch equqtion (1) may be rewritten
(3)
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.=Thus, the lift at every point is”proportiona~to ~~ ,’ or
the cross-stream component of the ~orticity. Consider now
a narrow strip of varying width just behind the leading
edge of the vortex sheet, such that ~ Ap ds is constant
along the strip. Such a strip would represent a vortex
element of strength ~ Ap &s. A i6cond Wortex element
could be defined in the sam”e way to lie just behind the
first. 17rom equation (3), however,
(4)
—
Equation (4) defines the function r for any point on “
the lifting surface as the total circulation ahead of “the
point .* Thus? the boundaries of the vortex e16merit are
---—— :
lines of equal r.
.
—
If the vortex elements are reduced in size and in-
creased in number to form a continuous vortex sheet, thsir
pattern is indicated, as in figure 1, by *h-e contour lines”
of the function” r. In order to satisfy the ~u~”ia c-o~
tion that there be no pressure difference acrosg the trail-
ing edge, these li,nes must leave the wing parallel.=to *he
stream velocity, as shown by egy.~tion (3). They then ~ol-
Iow the streamlines down the wake. The drawing of these
contour lines from the integral of the pressure distribu-
tion i.s the first step of t~e procedure for finding the
camber and the twist of the lifting surface”.
.
.—
,
DETERMINATION OF THE INDUCED W3RTICAL VELOCITIES
.
The induced vertical velocity at any point of the
plane is obtained by intogratin~ the Biot-Savart equation ..
-----
.—_
*The function r is numerically equal to the difference
.
in velocity potential between the surfaces, for, at any
point, ~ = 6@n/as and u“l = ~@z/bs, where @u and @~
aro the potential functions over the upper and iowor sur-
faces of the airfoil, respectively, From equation (2),
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over the eatire vortwx pattern just described. The result-
ing double integration is reduced to a single integral by l
a relatively eimple graphical prooedure if a system of
polar coordinates having its origin at the point is ern- L.—
ployed. u
Let it be required to find the downwash w at a point
P of the vortex pattern just described. Consider a small “–.
sector of the plane included between two radii from P$
the angle between the radii being d$ (fig. 3). At any
distance r from P, the radii will out off a small
.
length d? of a certain vortex element. If the width of
the element in the radial directil.on is dr, the strength
of the vorte-x element is -~dr. Then, by Biot-Savartla
rule, the downwash at P du~-to the small Ie.ngth of vor-
tex “will be
dw=- 1 I ar— dr dl sin 13
~~ar
(5)
where P is the angle between the vortex element and the
radius. 5he length dt sin P is the projection of d;
on the circumference of the circle of radius r around ps l
so that
and
I ar
dw=-—— 4nr Z3r
dr dw (6) -
The total downwash at 2 would be ob~ained by integrating
(6) over OS r—>= and through.3.60 of ~. Thus,
(7) .
In order to evaluate the double integral of equation
(7), the relation (Liebniz’s rule)
. .
al-r alT
(8) ,
0 0
s
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.
fs used to reduce the first integration to a graphical
procedure . . ,.—
The first stey In evaluating w is to draw on the
vortex pattern circles of various radii about F. Around
any one circle (see fig. 4) the funotion I’ will take on
values indicated by the intorsootions of “the circle with
the-contour lines of r. If those values of P are .ylot-
tod against the angle W -“ nmasuredx let us say, from
the free-stream direction - graphical integration will
give (W r d$ for each circle. It is somowhat more con-
venie~t to plot r against ~/2n. Then the integral will
be the average value of I’ around the circle, designated
in the usual way %y
(9)
Then 7
(8),
.
.
so that
.
is a function of r. (See fig. .5.) Trom equation
. .
all
0
(10)
(11) - .._
the evaluation of equation (11), first plot ~
r, as in” figure 5. The “curve will approti”ch ah .—
asyiuptote, which is read.i.lyfound from the expression for
the load curve across the wake. Thus, when r is large,
d~=~ and equation (9) reduces to ..
b/2
-b/2 —
where y/~ is the semtspan of the wing. If the area un-
der the load curve across the wake is At ,then for very
large values of r
(13)
.
.The plot of T(r) should be carried out to a value of r
such that the curve approaches this asymptote within the l
aocuracy of the work.
The load curve of figure 5 is a typicel one. The fol- V
lowing method has been found particularly suited to the
determination of the downwash at the origin of such n
curvo . The first section of the curve (designated by I),
.
starting with zero slope, is approximated up to the inflec-
tion point, or to R point I!Q somewhat ahead ,of it~ by
an expression of the form ~-= a. - a2r2 - a4r4. addition- ‘
al tmrms might be used %ut are generally not necessary.
‘I!hodownwash due to a mrve of the general form
T=ao - aarn, (n> l), at r = O is given by
a
?5’
n
w=- (rB n-x )- rAn-l , where rA and rBn-l are the
end values of r for .’the‘interval over which the curve ex-
tends. The downwash contributed by the first section of
the 10ad ~= a. - azr2 - a4r4 IS therefore
The part of the curve Immediately following r = r. ,
has a critical effect on the value of the downwash, at the a
same time being usually too irregular to be approximated
for any distance by a simple algebraic expression. It iS
therefore atlvisatile to proceed as” in numerical integrations
dividing the curve .into a finite number of small sections
and” considering each section of the curve to have a eimple
mathematical expression. Because the effectiveness of the
variation of load depends ‘on fts closeness to the downwash
point, the intervals are taken in geometric rather than
arithmetic progression. Thus, the abscissas are ro, kro~
karos . . . etc., where the ratio k is a number, usual-
ly between 1 and 2, determined by the size of the lnter- J
vals requtred for accurate representation of the curve
immediately following ro . The usual procedure now would
be to aseume the curve to be a straight line over each
small interval but when the curvature is largely in one
direction, as it is in these curves, this ass~Ption in-
troduces a small but cumulative error, which may amount
to 10 percent or more in the total. The following method,
which fit-s the curve with a. succession of para%olas, is
found to give very good accuracy with no increase in com-
putation. The method is best-presented in tabular fOrm:
b
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.
.( =kanro, m+ 1‘en =211+z =k ‘o)
——
n
0
2
N-1
‘2ZL ‘2n+l
ro
‘a
*4
‘6
r2N
r1
‘3
‘5
‘2N-1
_—
r.
T.!
Y’=
-Fai
r.
Lq
r4
%-2
J
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In the following table are given the constants Ko, El,
1 for several convenient values of k, Since l
and k(k-1)
the choice of k is not critical, t-k= values included
should serve without interpolation. f
k
1.02
1.05
1,07
1.10
1.15
1.20
1,25
1.30
2.50
K.
0.01000
.02582
.03667
.05325
.08222
.1327
.1446”
.1780
.3246
0.01000
.02420
.03340
.04690
.06827
.08840
.1074
.1255
.1891
1
.
k(k - 1)
.
49.02
19.04
13.35
9-W091
5.797
4.167
3.200
2*564
1.333
#
The value of the ratio k that will give sufficiently
small increments of r whore the slope is large will prob-
ably be found to %e smaller than necessary after the ourve
has become more regular and the distance from the origin
larger . The computations may be interrupted here and the
downwash W(II) contributed by the second section may be
calculated. Then , using the last abscissa r2N 88 R now
stnrtiing point find a Iar er va”lue of k,
?
compute In the
same way the downwash w III) due to the remainder of the
curve to a point where the difference between the curvo
and its asymptote is negligible.
For the portion of the curve extending to infinity
(soctiion IV ofifig. 5), tho previously determined-asymp-
tote is used and the downwash found analytically. Thug ,
from a large value B or r out to infinity,
m .
J
al d?
w(IV) = -; --, ~ dr
‘R
from oquabion (10), and if ~/dr Is found from equnt”ion
(13),
w(IT) = + (.15)
8WR
.
L
.—
h
*
.1
.
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The downwash at P is then the sum
w(I) + w(lI) + w(lI1) + w(’IV).
It is interesting to note that the three-dimensi.o”na~
problem has been reduced to one of tw”o-dimensional—f-low,
as mar be seen by replacing ~ with its oii.ginal-expres-
sion (9) in equation (11), which may then be writt”en
aTr
m
d Ja rd~
J“
dr
dr
w(o) =
4n (r - O)
o
(16)
Equation ,(16) is r“ecogni.zed as the ordinary formula for .-
the i?iduced norrnai velocity with the load express~d- in ‘the ._ ‘-”””
form of a definite integral and suggests that the first
integration (except th~t the fac”t-or l/2n
—
was introduced)
was equivalent to concentrating all the vorticity a-~”ound
each circle at a single point ,at the distance’ r along
a line of infinite extension from- P“. The ‘loaded line of
figure 5 may be considered, except for the fa-ctor . l/2TTJ
to be the equivalent of the original lifting surface.
The -method will be app~ied to check the elliptical
distribution of lift cohvention~lly assumed for an unka”m-
bered .elli@tical wing. yhis distribution, arrived at by
combining the two-dimensional theories, does not take nc-
counti of sweepback or stagger of the lifting elemenvents.
In the ap~li.cati.on of the present method, two c&ses of 131-
lipti~al chord distri~ution will he invostigat~d, ”o-ne with
a straight 50-percent-oho~d iinti, an”~-— —gne ~~h tho 50-
pcrcont-chord I\ne SWqp~ back about 30 ~ the sections re- .
-
maining parallel “to t-he plane of s“~timc$try.‘The calcula-
tion of the vertical velocities over the swejt-~ack wing
will be carried out herein in some detail in order t-o il-
lustrate the method. The downwash will be found at sev-
eral points along the three-quarter-chord line. The down-
wash at the ,thrae-quarter-c,hord petit of a ‘secttoti is cf
particular interest because, from tho thin wing sectton
theory (reference 6, p. 82), the effective angle of attack
of the section is given by the slop_e of the ,camher line
in the nelghtorhocrd of that point, if the camber is approxi-
mately circular. ‘
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For the chordwj.se Ilft dlstkibution. the two-d imonsion-
al flow around ~ flat plate as giv~n by the thin wing sQc-
tion theory is assumed. This lift distribution and the
circulation function obtained by integrating it aro shown
in figure 6. In $his ease the mathematical expression for
the phessure dlfferonce !s known and r can b found an~-
lytically. For con”v8tiionce, the uni.tishave been so choeon
thnt th~ mximm’value of r is 1.0. If, further, all
lengths a~o expressed in tern-is of the somispan (moasurod
porpendioular to the plane. of symmetry) as the unit of
length, the total circulation (I’ at tho trailing oiigo) is
->
. simply
~, Whoro””y is tho distanoe spanwiso from
the center line. The resulting oontour lines of r ap-
poan, for the swept-back wing,. as an figure, “7- The points
nt which the downwash.wtll Mo found are also shown.
Tn order to find tho downwash at point B, Circles
spaced as shown in figure 8 are ~~qw~ about this point
and tho values of -17 indicat~d %y the contour lines intor-
coptod by each ..circle are plotted against tho angulnr lo-
cation
Y
of the points of- inter~tion. Of the curves
for r(w corrospondingtg the circlg:s of figuro 8, fivo
typical onos aro shown in figuro 9..
-.—L..
The curves dosignatod
for r = 0.06’7 and r = 0.20 are charaotoristic of cir-
cles. close to the downw~sh point; the curve for r = 0.216
includes a yoint (*/2n = 0.883) at which tho circle is
t~ngent to the leading odgo of the wing; tho circlo of
radius 0.733 Iles partly aho’ad of the wing whciro r = O,
partly in the wing, and passes through the wake; tho cir-
cle of radius 1.60 traverses the vortex pattern acrosa
the wake only.
The results of integrating these curves are Ylotted
,...
against r in f.i “ure 10.
**
Since the cirvulati.on across
the wake Is the integral ~ ire”-Tr/2 iri~ the
~(r) ,is, from equation (13),asymptote for the. curve of
F= l/4r, The downwash is now calculated as follows: “.
It is fourid that the polynomial
F = 0.8335 - 2.70ra - 6.5’7r4
fits the curve of ~ through r = 0.20. Then the down-
wash contributed by the section from O to 0.2 is, from
equation (14)
w(I) = 0.575 f
.
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section II, with k small, is taken to include both
inflection points (there is a third Inflection point at
1.78, but its effect is negligible). Table I shows the
calculations for this section and for the succeeding one,
Section III extends to r = 2.433, wherb ‘~ = 0.108 ag~
l/4r = 0.103. The downwash induced by the asym toto frQnl
B
r =2.433 out to infinity Is only 1/32(2.433) = 0.011,
about 1 percent of the total due to the curve of ~., and
the %percont error in tho ordinate may therefore bo neg-
lected. The total downwash at .B is then
.
w(I) + W(ll) + w(lII) + w(lV) = 1.”156
The downwash at points A, C, and D is_found in the ..
same way. Fi,~re 11 sho~s the curvek of r for these
pQints. The asymptote I’ = l/4r i.e. of course, co”mrnomto
all the curves for this wing. .——-._
..-
The downwash is plotted against the spanwis.o location
of the points in figure 12,. Tho quantities I’max and
b/2, heretofore assumed to be unity, are inci.udod to tiake
the result nondimensional. This curve of the downwash or
vertical velocity at the three-quarter-chord line, sinco tho
S1OTO of the surface is w/V, ~ is a measure of the amount
of twist the wing must have to sustain the. aseumed distri-
bution of lift. If th~ wing were actually flat, which was
the premise in derivi’ng the distribution from the two-’
dimensional theoriesi w would be equal to 1.0 all over
the surfaoe, so that the deviation of the curve from the
line w = -1 indicates the amount by which the two-dimeri-
sional theories are in error when applied to three-
dimensional flow. The discontinuity in vorticity at tho
center line gives rise to a discontinuity in the downwashg
which goos to infinity everywhere along the center sec-
tion. This result indicates that the assumed. condition,
in which the vortex lines bend to form an angle, oannot
exist in practice. The vortex lines actually would be
rounded off and the load at the center re6.uced below that
of the adjoining sectione.
The corresponding curve for the straight elliptical
wing is shown in figure 13. In this case$ the downwash
was computed also at points along the quarter-chord line.
The slope of the surface was found to be less than the
slope at the corresponding three-quarter-chord points.
The positive camber thus indicated is very small. at the
center but increases sharyly near the tips.
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CONCLUDING RIJMARKS
It is expected that the method outlined herein will
bo especially useful in investigating the nature of tho
flow near the wing tip, where two-dimensional ayproxima-
t.ions no longer can be applied. The more accurate threo-
di.mensional treatments available are also unsuitable for
this purpose becauso tho calcul~tions fail to convorge at
the “tips. The method of calculation described in this pa-
per presents no particular difficulty in these regions.
As a test of the accuracy obtainable, the induced down-
wash was computed at a point near the edge of a circular
plate in nonlifting -potential flow and was found to check
almost exactly with the known solution.
Nevertheless, results obtained for the tips have
qualitative rather than quantitative value (except for low
~ngles of attack). The validity of ths theory is actually
limited by the existence of etrong tip vortioes, which may
cause the vortex sheet to curl up out of the plane in
which it ie assumed,to lie. On the other hand, the high
concentration of vorttcity apeocia~~d with this effect
adds appreciably to the drag of the wing, so that even a
general indication of such a concentration of load at the
tips is of-%alue. It ehould be possible to design, by
the use of the present method, a wing tip that would nvoid
this effect by providing a fairly gradual tapering off of
tho load spanwise. .4.tthe same time, R favorablo chord-
wise gradient could be” specified. Thue, it appears likely
that an optimum tip for low drag could be deduced.
l
0
.
I
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory~
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
LangloyField, Vs., May 16, 1942.
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TABLE I
DOWNWASH COM2?UTATIONS
r AI’
Ar2n Ar “
r 2n-1-l
‘2n ‘an
Set
0.200 0.715
.214 .690
.229 .65’7
.245 .636
.262 .620
.280 .606
.300 .593
.321 .582
.344 .569
. .
.368 .560
.393 .550
tion II: k = 1
-0.025
-.033
-.021
-.016
-.024
-.013
-.011
-.013
-.009
-.010
07
-0.12!5
-.092
-.053
- ;033
-.026
Totals: -.329
w(II) = 0.320
-0.165
-.070
-.050
- l 043
-;029
-.357
0.393
.472
.566
.679
.815
.978
1.173
1.408
1.790
2.028
2.433
0.550
.524
.497
.453
.379
.317
.268
.219
.153
.131
.108
tion 111: k =
-0.026
-.027
- l 044
-.074
-.062
-.049”
-.049
-.066
-.022
-.023
-0.066
-.0’78
-.076
-.042
-.o12
Totals: -.274
w(III) = 0.250
-0.069 “
-.131
-.060
-.056
-.013
-.329
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Figure l.- Anarbltr.smydietributlonf liftaetaumedfore taperadwingin
straightflight, from whioh the vortex lines of figure 2 mere
derived.
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F@ure 2.- Oontour linen of oiroulationfunotion,or vortex pattern,obtainedby integrating
thepreeeurediutributlonof figure 1.
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. Figure 12. - Vertioal velocity w at the three-quarter chord line of .tbe swept-
back wing with distribution of load oaloulated by two-dtmensional-
flou theories.
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